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YOUR ‘ GOD ’
IS IN YOUR HEAD WITH YOU FULL TIME
AND THIS REGARDLESS OF YOUR RELIGION
Different sections of the so called ‘ Holy Bible ’ are regarded as containing authoritative
scripture by all three of the world’s monotheistic religions:
Jews support all the books from Genesis through to Malachi, Christians also support the
extra 27 books from the Gospel of Matthew through to the Book of Revelation, whilst
Muslims … in the main … support only a series of prophets mentioned in the Hebrew
scriptures, including especially Abraham, Moses & David. Collectively, these three religions
are often referred to as the world’s Abrahamic religions.
Whether you are Jewish, Christian or Muslim however, the act of praying is simply either
talking or thinking to the Creator Spirit who built the brain that you yourself are thinking
with … and this regardless of your age, race or language. This Creator Spirit is your very
own personal ‘GOD’ who has been within you every second of your life … and He alone
can implement the blueprints for the construction of any human being.
Apart from your death, absolutely nothing can change the existence of this presence as your
inbuilt spiritual reality. This inbuilt reality is taught by the world’s religions as the essential
spiritual ‘truth’ that has underpinned the life of some 15 billion humans since human history
began. Many of those who don’t believe in any of our world’s current and conventional ‘religions’
often confess to the feeling that there’s probably ‘something out there’ but they don’t know
what it is : and the fastest growing religion in the world is currently no religion at all.
Spiritual reality then, simply refers to the intellectuallly posited existence of a so called ‘godlike’ being or group of beings that no mere human has ever been intelligent enough to
satisfactorily investigate. The main counter theory to the existence of a supremely intelligent
spiritual creator such as this is the evolution theory. This evolution theory holds that a
group of very basic but never ever defined ‘evolution forces’ within a mythical ‘mother
nature’ … rather than a ‘god’ … has developed modern humanity to its current state of
global sophistication. As we explain below, the credibibitly of this theory has significantly
more problems than its opposition.
EVOLUTION THEORY AND THE HUMAN BODY : Evolution theory has cropped up in
the world’s universities since especially the mid 19th century. I personally have never accepted
it even as a plausible theory ever since the time that I actually saw a human egg … in a
glass dish … on a laboratory bench. The bench was in a hospital fertility clinic.

As I recall, the egg was so so tiny that about five of them could have been stacked onto the
space occupied by the coloured part of a human eye ! I reflected at that time that this was
precisely the size that I myself was … in my mum’s belly … only my age and nine months earlier.
And then I reflected further : the sperm from my dad that miraculously fertilised the egg
was so small that about five of them too, could have been fitted into the width of a single
human hair.
It was at that precise moment of fertilisation that my mum’s egg and my dad’s sperm
became a miraculously functioning biological microchip that was roughly the size of a domestic
split pea. From that time on … as an average sized human being … I have grown into a body
that contains some 37 trillion cells that are all connectively integrated.
Recently I took this idea of my current 37 trillion cells of body mass to the calculator on
my computer. It worked out that … roughly since the time (80 years ago) of the egg’s fertilisation
in my mum’s belly, my body has (on average) grown by some 52 million new cells every hour
of every day. And my simple computer assisted arithmetic here is flawless.

EVOLUTION THEORY AND THE HUMAN BRAIN : As an average human being … you

have a brain of around 100 billion cells that is uniformly described by science as the most
complex organisation of matter in the universe. And each of these brain cells is composed
of a substance called DNA which is described by modern science as the most compact
organisation of information in the universe. To personally count this 100 billion cells you
would need not less than 3000 years … without time off to eat or sleep.
The conclusion is clear : the so called natural complexity of your human brain rivals the
scientific complexity of the entire system of computers at America’s NASA headquarters.
And only your very own personal super, super, super smart GOD could firstly create a
living organism of this complexity … and thereafter … lovingly maintain this organism ( in
unvarying truth and holiness ) upon your behalf for every second of your life. Evidence of
your GOD and His magnificent creation is actually in your head on a full time basis.
As for the university based theory of a ‘creator-free’ and ‘brain-free’ and ‘god-free’ evolution?
The conclusion is inescapable : at its best, the evolution theory doesn’t hold water.
THE SPIRIT WITHIN YOU … IN SUMMARY : The GOD that I personally believe
in is the Spirit who lives within your head and who built the brain that you are currently
thinking with. And you yourself have never been able to produce a word that this Spirit
has not heard. GOD then, is the enabler of the first word ever uttered by humankind and
the last … and of every word spoken in between these two.
Throughout your life then, you have simply never been without your GOD. He has been
with you all the time. And when you choose to either think or speak to Him, He is in your
head, heart and blood-stream … encircling every cell on a full time basis with his divine
love. Even if you have only a single word in your head right now, He is actually with you
right now and able to monitor every thought before you think it.

1. STYLES OF PRAYER WITHIN THE ABRAHAMIC RELIGIONS
It’s worth repeating: even we pray silently we are simply mentally talking or thinking to the
Spirit who is empowering the brain that we are thinking with. The Scripture teaches us
that as fully committed ( or ‘born again’ ) Christians we become enabled to receive the
“mind of Christ”. It is clearly of value then, for us to find out what the scripture tells us
about who we are praying to. It is clearly important too, for us to know and use the NAME(s)
of the ‘holy identities’ that were historically revealed to humanity … in the reported presence
of countless miracles … between 2000 and 3400+ years ago.
However … Judaism, Christianity and Islam have presented a hugely differing and often
incomprehensible array of prayer styles since at least the time of Moses some 1,400 years
before the Christian saviour called Jesus arrived on the planet. According to the Bible, the
GOD of the original Jewish or Hebrew ‘religion’ called himself YAHWEH.
This is the name that He gave to Moses with His clearest of instructions as follows: “This
is My Name forever … the name you shall call me from generation to generation.” (Ex 3:15)
and “You shall not take the name of YAHWEH your Elohim (God) in vain for YAHWEH will
not leave unpunished the one who the one who takes His name in vain” (Ex 20:7)
and “Now these are the commandments, the statutes and the judgements which YAHWEH your
Elohim (God) commanded to teach you.” (Deut 6:1) .

Astonishingly … the work of the 21st century achaeologist TITUS KENNEDY serves to
actually confirm these statements. He reports that the name of YAHWEH is associated with
the Egyptian pictogram for “ the Land of the Nomads” within the 3,400 year old stonework
that was chiselled during the reign of Pharaoh Amenhotep III.
Conventional religious traditions since that time have promoted the view that Moses was
either the sole author or the main author of the first five books of the Bible. These books
are called The Torah by Jews, The Pentateuch by Christians and The Taurat by Muslims.
For many reasons these traditions are often contested. The bulk of modern archaeological
thinking has it that the 3,400 year old version of the Hebrew Torah could not have been
written by Moses. Rather, it was most probably elaborated from the largely oral traditions that
prevailed during the time of the Babylonian enslavement of the Hebrew people. This
enslavement occurred around 600 B.C.E. … an estimated 8 centuries after the death of Moses.

2. A 3400 YEAR OLD PROBLEM WITH THE BLASPHEMOUSLY EXPLOITED
“ WORD OF GOD ”
The expression “ The Word of God” is probably the most blasphemously exploited phrase in
the history of the English language. Since the late 20th century especially, this phrase has
fraudulently gathered millions of dollars from millions of gullible believers. A significant
number of prominent American preachers too, has been made almost obscenely wealthy by
the many lies … promoted as divine truth … under this “Word of God” banner.
In the light of some of the ancient history behind this “Word of God” teaching, our more
modern brand of religious propheteering comes as no surprise. As I explain in more detail
from page 12 onwards, almost 2000 years ago a group of ancient Greek translators
corrupted the very original ( ‘word of god’ ) Aramaic scriptures of our New Testament with
antisemitism and religious bigotry. In particular, these translators even contrived to corrupt
the translation of the Aramaic word (= miltha ) for word by using the totally inadequate
Greek word (= logos ). And following is an account of how this translational corruption
affects our understanding of biblical scripture to this day.
The Aramaic word ‘miltha’ in the very original manuscripts meant BOTH word as well
as power … but the Greek word ‘logos’ meant only word . If the original and uniquely
Aramaic double meaning from 2000 years ago had been carried over into the billions of
Bibles that were subsequently printed, it would have radically altered the appreciation of
many basic “truths” by at least Christians . See illustrations following.
Was that scriptural word the ‘WORD’ of GOD or was it the ‘MILTHA’ of GOD ?
FOR EXAMPLE : THE FIRST VERSE OF THE GOSPEL OF JOHN

In the beginning was the miltha ( … word or power … ) and the miltha ( … word or power … ) was
with Elohim ( God ) and Elohim ( God ) was the miltha ( … word or power … )
REFERENCE : Aramaic English New Testament 2012 ( by ) Andrew Gabriel Roth

In effect … the Aramaic word for what much of the English speaking world still understands
only as the Word … refers to either a string of letters or to a string of spoken sounds as
well as to the presence and power of GOD. And when we read some of our English
scriptures in this original 2000 year old light they can expand with added imagery. Examples
follow:

“ The miltha (word or power ? ) of God is living and powerful and sharper than a two edged
sword, piercing even to the division of soul and spirit and of joints and marrow and is a discerner
of the thoughts and intents of the heart … “ Heb: 4:12
“Most assuredly I say to you, he who hears my miltha and believes in Him who sent me has
everlasting life and …”
John: 5:24
“But he who received the seed … on the good ground … is he who hears the miltha and
understands it who indeed bears fruit … and produces some a hundredfold , some sixty
Matt:13:2 3
and some thirty.”
“If you abide in my miltha you are My disciples indeed. And you shall know the truth and the
truth shall set you free.”
John: 8:21
“ You are already clean because of the miltha I have spoken to you.”

3. THE FORGOTTEN POWER OF

John:15:3

‘ SCRIPTURE FREE ’ PRAYERS

NOTE: This section is not intended to devalue the extreme importance for all of us …
of prayerfully searching the scriptures for directions from The Holy Spirit on our
thinking, speaking and living.

In his day, Moses must have been the busiest man on the planet. Scripture tells us that
initially he was the leader of some 600,000 warriors … plus their families … out of Egypt and
that for the 40 years that followed he led these families during their nomadic wanderings
in the desert.
On these figures alone not less than 2.5 million nomadic people were under Moses’ leadership. Time for prayer and time for the actual writing of the very first ‘scripture’ must have
been rare indeed for Moses. Yet the Moses type of prayer still stands out as possibly the
most successful type of prayer in either human or ‘Biblical’ history. Let’s consider some of
the scriptural evidence.
An amazing 893 translations of the Bible exist in print and this in 246 different languages.*
Give or take a few thousand words, there must be around 750,000 words in all of them.
Moses however began praying with no scripture at all that we know of … even though
the oral traditions of his time probably supplied him with much of the narrative which
later appeared within the Book of Genesis. * Source: GRZEGORZ KASZYNSKI
The Book of Exodus tells us that Moses was directly told by YAHWEH Himself that His
name was YAHWEH. Today’s majority view holds that this name means I AM THE I AM.
YAHWEH also gave Moses the first copy of The Ten Commandments. These commandments
over the ensuing millennia became the foundational rules for shaping the behaviours and
beliefs of almost the entire western world as we know it.
However, we cannot conclude with confidence that Moses was the actual author of the
entire first five books of the Bible. Historically speaking, outside of the Ten Commandments
the writing of significant tracts of scripture by Moses himself is dubious indeed.
Yet, despite his lack of access to any ‘scripture’ that we are confident of, the Moses
reputation for miraculously answered prayers can be argued to almost equal that of even
Jesus our Saviour. Among other things … these prayers (1) brought ten plagues upon the
entire nation of Egypt (2) parted the Red Sea for Moses and his people (3) destroyed the
Pharoah’s army and (4 ) miraculously healed thousands … and all of these things without
Moses having any access to a Holy Book or Scroll. Moses simply loved the YAHWEH
that he prayed to.

4. THE ‘SECRET’ BEHIND THE PRAYER OF MOSES ?
“God is love” and “Faith works by love”
God is love and faith works by love are the two most simple and absolute statements that
reveal the derivation of the immense power that supported the prayer of Moses and
continues to support our own prayers today.
A large number of similar statements occur throughout scripture. Jointly, these two statements
represent the most fundamental teaching about the spiritual state of mind within us that
releases the Divine power of YAHWEH and of His Savior Son JESUS.
This ‘divine love’ teaching underpins most of the Bible from Genesis through to Revelation.
And the vital message of this teaching for the whole of humanity is equally simple. In the
absence of love YAHWEH and His son JESUS work miracles very rarely indeed if ever.
Though I speak with the tongues of men and angels and have not love I am become as
sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal … and though I have all the faith so that I can move
(even) mountains but have not love I am nothing. 1 Cor: 1-2
Any religion that does not systematically set out to engender this level of divinely powered
love within its congregations is simply not representing the GOD who built the brain that
you are thinking with. It was miraculous Divine love that enabled Abraham’s wife Sarah to
bear a child at the age of ninety. It was miraculous Divine love that worked all the
miracles for Moses. It was miraculous Divine love that created over 300 prophetic
scriptures that were fulfilled by the birth, life, death and resurrection of Jesus. It also
continues to be this miraculous Divine love that is accessible to this very day to both you
and me … who believe in the following:
(1) YAHWEH as the Spirit who built the brain that each of us thinks with and
(2) JESUS who, as His human SON, voluntarily sacrificed His own human Spirit
to our GOD and Father YAHWEH, so that the unique human holiness and power
of the Son might be returned … by YAHWEH … to all who prayed with a total
commitment before the unconditional love of YAHWEH.
Jesus said in John 14:12
“ Greater works than these shall you do because I go unto My Father YAHWEH ”

5. THE 21st

CENTURY ‘SECRET’ BEHIND THE POWER OF THE CHRIST ?

You’ve got it already … but a few more things need to be added

The Jesus who sacrificed His life for each of us was a Jewish rabbi or ‘teacher’ of his time.
He preached and consistently demonstrated (with His miracles) the power that could be
generated by the love of YAHWEH like no-one else either before Him or since. His words
from the gospel of Mark some 2000 years ago summarize His still current instruction to
us all.
“ Behold Israel, the Lord YAHWEH your elohim (GOD) is one. You shall love the Lord
YAHWEH your elohim (GOD) with all your heart and with all your soul and with all
your mind and with all your strength.” then “This is the first commandment. The second
is like this: You shall also love your neighbour as you love yourself” then “There is no
other commandment greater than these”

So what on earth could have caused the Divine grace behind this access to unlimited divine
power to seemingly disappear from global Christianity in practice ? Even the Book of
Revelation points out that our first century Christians started to abandon the teachings of
YAHWEH through His son Jesus before the end of that century.
And over the last 2000 years especially, very few Christians indeed have been taught that
our GOD is still the very same YAHWEH who:
( 1 ) raised Jesus from the dead
( 2 ) powered all miracles that were worked for Moses and for Jesus and for all
of the people who lived within the 1,400 years that separated their lives on earth.
( 3 ) was the Elohim (GOD) whom Jesus worshipped and still does worship. *
( 4 ) was the Elohim (GOD) whom Jesus told the entire world to worship
( 5 ) still is the Elohim (GOD) whose name has been blasphemously obliterated
from the greater part of at least 3 billion English Bibles in print. * Revelation 3:12

6. PERHAPS HUMAN IGNORANCE OF VERY BASIC

TIME GOT IN THE WAY

ALBERT EINSTEIN and STEVE HAWKINS contribute relevance here

The thinking of two of humanity’s greatest intellects … on the topic of basic TIME … seems
to be relevant here. From a scientific standpoint, humankind’s understanding of simple, basic
time has stumped all of humanity since time began . The published views of both Einstein
and Hawkins agree that “ time past, time present and time future remain an illusion …
however persistent.”
Neither of these phenomenal human minds however, ever published the vital view that
spiritual events simply must precede literally all of the physical events that happen to
actually exist within our own perceived concept of TIME.
The fundamental points here for us Christians globally are these :
1. Only the Spirit of YAHWEH with His Son JESUS who jointly created each of us
within the miracle of TIME … whose existence they continue to create around and within

each of us … can sacrifice Himself literally every time for every human being that He
firstly creates and thereafter maintains with His divine love for life.
2. Essentially this means that the omnipotent and eternal ‘WORD’ or ‘GOD’ within each

of us has actually replicated Himself within the some 15 billion human beings that have
ever existed on Planet Earth. Little wonder that the Bible reports that we are GODS
and all of us are children of the most High. Ps 82:6

7. CATASTROPHIC

BIBLE TRANSLATIONS FOR 2000 YEARS

How our English Bibles especially, disempower the Name of

YAHWEH

In all probability, the most miraculous truth of the lot to emerge from the current collection
of English Biblical translations is as follows: “ Sufficient basic truth about YAHWEH and
His Son JESUS has actually survived to enable a huge number of Christians to establish
both lifelong and eternal love relationships with our Divine Father and His only Begotten
Son JESUS.”
From an editorial standpoint at least, there simply could not be a catastrophe that’s much
bigger than the collection of 66 to 70 books within our standard English Bibles.

With the original scriptures written up to 3400 years ago ( in either the Hebrew or Aramaic
languages ) these books have provided foundational underpinnings for Jewish, Christian and
even some Islamic teachings throughout the world. Yet, even today, our English translations
provide many hundreds of editorial and moral inconsistencies that radically contradict and
confuse teachings by Jewish, Christian and Muslim clerics everywhere.
9. THE OLD TESTAMENT : Six huge moral inconsistencies

1. Genocide: According to the traditions behind the first five Books of the Bible, the Hebrew
people led by Moses, mercilessly butchered the men, women and children of seven entire
nations: These nations are named as the Hittites, Girgazites, Hivites, Jebusites, Canaanites,
Perizites and the Amorites. In some of these cases, the Hebrew people butchered the
livestock as well.
Much of modern humanity quite categorically condemns very similar … but historically
more recent mass murders of literally millions … by all of the following:
( A ) Hitler … in the 20th century. ( B ) Stalin … in the 20th century ( C ) The Roman Catholic
Vatican … roughly between the 7th and 17th centuries. ( D ) The Prophet Mohammed … in
the 7th century.
To access the scriptural ‘evidence’ on the above issue all you need to do is read Chapters
7, 13 and 20 in the book of Deuteronomy.
2. Executions: Men who slept with men (without mention of women who slept with women)
were publicly stoned to death. Persons who did physical work on the Sabbath day or who
“blasphemed” the name of the Lord YAHWEH were also stoned to death. Adultery too,
was punishable by the same type of public execution. For the scriptural evidence here you
turn to the books of Exodus and Leviticus.
3. Sale of daughters: The book of Exodus has the evidence here.
4. Sex slaves for men: Scriptural evidence for multiple wives as well as concubines for men
is sprinkled throughout roughly the first half of the Old Testament.
5. Sexual depravity by a king overlooked: King Solomon was probably the most sexually depraved
male in human history. The Old Testament tells us that he had 700 wives as well as
300 concubines among whom to indulge his depraved genital excesses. Yet there is no
mention within the Scripture that this behavior toward females was sinful.
6. Satan: Is he the ultimate spiritual enemy of both the Lord YAHWEH and of
humankind or not ? Christians, Jews and Muslims all regard the entity called Satan as the
avowed ultimate enemy of both the Lord YAHWEH and humankind. Yet, outside of the
Book of Job, the name of Satan gets mentioned only once in every 150,000 words.
And, to my way of thinking, one of the most astounding facts of all is that the Old
Testament contains not a single example of a proactive prayer to the Lord YAHWEH against
this universally acclaimed arch enemy of the whole of humanity !
Fortunately here for the eternal reputation of Moses

Moses was not the writer of the Bible’s first five books: Moses was the person to
whom the Lord YAHWEH gave the original copy of the Ten Commandments . These
Commandments have provided the moral underpinning for most of our planet’s western
world for some 2000 years.

The sixth of these Commandments is clear : it says Thou shalt not kill. Yet our Christian,
Jewish and Muslim traditions still hold that, as the writer of Books 1 to 5 of the Bible,
Moses must have been the Hebrew leader who effectively authorized the killing of humans
at: (1 ) statutory levels within his own Hebrew community and at (2 ) genocidal levels
elsewhere.
Fortunately for the eternal reputation of Moses the first five books of the Bible report him
as writing on a number of items and events that simply did not exist or occur until well
after he was dead. In fact, our 21st century academy has it that the most likely writers of
the Bible’s first five books did their writings at roughly the time of the Hebrew/Judean
enslavement in Babylon. This enslavement occurred an estimated 8 centuries after the reported
parting of the Red Sea for Moses.
It appears too, that it was only after the Babylon enslavement that the Judean people became
a theocracy that was ruled by its rabbis. These rabbis declared that public execution by
stoning was also the appropriate statutory punishment for any person (who was not an
authorized rabbi ) to say the name YAHWEH out loud in public !
By the time that Jesus and His disciples had jointly begun the public ministry for the “God
of Gods” whom they worshipped as the Lord YAHWEH, this community statute had been
influencing Jewish religious preaching in public for an estimated minimum of 20
generations.
10. THE NEW TESTAMENT TOO : An editorial minefield of errors

Originally the New Testament was a group of 27 separate documents ( later called Books )
that were written by either 8 or 9 writers some 1900 years ago. These documents purported
to record the activities and teachings of the Christ and are estimated to have been written
between 40 years and up to 80 years after His death on the Cross.
Modern archaeology guesses that perhaps two of these writers ( Matthew and John ) were
eyewitnesses to any of the events … involving the Person of Jesus … that they wrote about.
Whilst some unacknowledged ‘copying’ between the writers of that time seems evident today,
it is indeed clear that none of them communicated with any of the others at the time(s) of
their writings.
Contrary to the most popular of opinions, all of these original documents were written in
the Aramaic language. This was the language that was spoken and written by Jesus and His
apostles. It is vital to be clear that the original language of our scriptures was not Greek.
With an editorial pedigree as haphazard as this, a minefield of inconsistencies within the
original Scriptures was inevitable. These inconsistencies are still everywhere within our New
Testament.
At that time especially, without any authoritative community body in place to actually vet
the writings by the then revolutionary ‘Jesus movement’, the way was cleared for a minefield
of writings that were less than strictly factual.
Some 170+ inconsistencies. The work on the internet by DONALD MORGAN on these Bible
inconsistencies is thorough. In the New Testament alone he lists over 170 of them that have
not been refuted … and this regardless of the particular translation into English that you are
reading. To me, the following two alone of Morgan’s reported inconsistencies are sufficiently
arresting to convince others to begin larger checks of their own.

1. The last words of Jesus on the Cross : The three versions of Jesus’ last words are:

“My God My God why hast Thou forsaken Me!” MT 27:46-50 MK 15: 34-37
“Father, into Thy hands I commit My spirit.” LK 23: 46
“It is finished.” JN 19: 30
2.. The unforgivable sin: blasphemy against the Holy Spirit : Three different Scriptures tell us

that ALL sins are forgivable: AC 13:39 CN 2:13 and 1 JN 1:9. These conflict with the following
that are reported as quotes from the mouth of Jesus.
“But whosoever speaketh against the Holy Spirit it shall not be forgiven him, neither in this world
nor the world to come.” MT 12:32
“But he that shall blaspheme against the Holy Spirit hath never forgiveness, but is in danger of
eternal damnation.” MK 3:29
“But unto him that blasphemeth against the Holy Spirit it shall not be forgiven.” LK 12:10
SERIOUSLY COMPROMISED TRUTH BY PREACHERS

Christianity is simultaneously the most divided and divisive set of beliefs in the world.
Christians are in a position to choose a different cult or branch of Christianity for almost
every second page of a Holy Bible that only claims to be Holy.
Preachers, priests, pastors and pretenders of all descriptions derive their often lucrative
incomes by teaching the Word of the Bible but all too often carelessly blasphemize that they
are ( instead ) teaching the Word of God.
ANDREW FARLEY in

his recent book entitled Twisted Scriptures presents an able exposure
of the main 45 lies that have been preached ( some of them for centuries ) from Christian
pulpits all over the world. Farley has made freely available both audible and PDF files of
his book on the internet. The time has come for many Christians to find out what these
lies are. I highly recommend the reading of Farley’s book.
11. MILLENNIA OLD DISTORTIONS FROM SYMBOLIC BIBLICAL STORIES

1. The Adam and Eve Story. More symbolism is contained in this story than most Christians
realise. And we need only to question the DNA of the male and female involved. If the
story were true then (1) one of the pair had to be a giant and the other a pygmy and (2)
one of them had to be white and the other either striped or polka dotted … and this in
different skin colours.
So many of our Bible stories and events need to be seen as simply symbolic illustrations
that were originally meant by the Lord YAHWEH and JESUS to convey features of an
underpinning spiritual reality.
2. The “This is My Body” story : In the Scriptures, Jesus symbolically said “ I am the vine …
and My Father is the Farmer.” This statement was spoken as a symbolic one, and no Christian
in the 2000 years since then has ever believed that Jesus ever once resembled a mobile
bunch of leaves.
But a second ( and similarly symbolic statement uttered by Jesus ) has brought some truly
insane activity to especially Catholic Church ceremonies over the past two millennia. This
second statement was reportedly said by Jesus at what is known as the last supper when
at a simple and final meal table … Jesus broke a loaf of bread and said these words
“This is My body.” and then shortly after this he said these words “Do this in remembrance
of Me.”

And for most of the 2000 years since that time … the strictly regimented Catholic church
theology on the 4 word symbolic statement of “This is is My Body ” has required all Catholics
to believe the following : that … whenever Catholic priests say these four words over bits
of bread … then these bits of bread are spiritually and instantly converted into the actual
“ body, blood, soul and divinity ” of the Lord Jesus Christ Himself !
It’s truly impossible to concoct an officially stipulated theological teaching that could be
crazier than this. But this centuries old and official theological stipulation does help to
explain to the global non Catholic public … why the world witnesses on the public media
… so many hugely expensive and apparently crazy fancy dress parties ( usually by wealthy
elderly men ) in their religious uniforms.
The daily practice of this ritual by Catholocism essentially teaches that the “once for all”
spiritual sacrifice of the only Begotten Son of YAHWEH on the Cross wasn’t enough for
the spiritual salvation of humankind in its entirety.
12. AND MOST CHRISTIANS GLOBALLY DO NOT CALL ON THE NAME
OF THE GOD CALLED ‘YAHWEH’ TO WHOM JESUS PRAYED

As mentioned earlier, the original scriptures of the Bible have been translated into 246 languages.
In most of these languages the name of YAHWEH has been translated accurately from
the original Aramaic or Hebrew … especially in their Old Testaments and in a few of their
New Testaments as well.
But the very Name of YAHWEH to whom Jesus actually prayed on a full time basis, is
missing ( and this almost absolutely ) from most English Bibles. Among my personal
possessions for example, is a Contemporary Comparative Parallel Bible. This volume contains
some 3,000,000 words about the lives and teachings of Moses through to Jesus.
If the translations from the original languages had been fully accurate then this volume
should have printed the name YAHWEH a total of 28,000 times. The blasphemous truth
however is that the mention of the name YAHWEH occurs only ONCE.
It is almost exclusively within our English language Bibles … and translations into other
languages from these … that we find this blasphemous reluctance to translate the original
Hebrew /Aramaic name for YAHWEH simply and accurately as YAHWEH.

13. THE NAME YAHWEH : ABANDONED GLOBALLY
1. For some 1900 years the signature prayer for all Christianity has been the “ Hallowed

be Thy NAME ” or the “Our Father” prayer. For a hundred human generations this
prayer has been sent heavenwards by millions of Christians almost every hour of every
day. Yet the name of YAHWEH our Elohim (GOD) that this prayer clearly does
refer to … has not been spoken or thought of.
2. In the 21st century some 15 million descendants of the ancient Hebrew teaching are still

being instructed … thousands of times … by the modern copies of their Old Testament
scriptures that YAHWEH is the name of the Elohim (GOD) who created both them
and their universe. But around 2,500 years ago, the ruling ‘holy’ Hebrew clerics of that
day told their forebears that the name of YAHWEH was too holy to be spoken out
loud by anyone … except of course by the ruling Hebrew clerics … and this on only
very rare occasions.

So to this day … when reading their scriptures aloud … the modern descendents of the
Hebrew people read the word YAHWEH as “Hashem” (The Name) or as “Adonai”
(Master) . In this way, these current followers of their own ancient clerical ruling class
could well be disempowering the very name of the Elohim (GOD) that their ‘holy’
scriptures still explicity instruct them to pray to.
3. Since around 1611C.E. there have been an estimated three billion Protestant and Catholic

Bibles printed in English. The Catholic Bible, comprising a guesstimated 20% of the
total, is the main English Bible that makes any mention of the word YAHWEH … but
only within its Old Testament section. With few exceptions, the remaining English
Bibles make no mention at all of the word YAHWEH.
Yet ALL of these Bibles claim to have derived from the original Hebrew, and this
when the Hebrew scriptures alone contain the word YAHWEH not less than 6,823
times. And the original Aramaic scriptures of the New Testament add at least an extra
176 times to these.

In simple terms then, this means that billions of English Bibles around the world
today actually deny the translation of the very name of YAHWEH our Elohim (GOD)
some trillions of times.
There’s an interesting and relevant afterthought here too. Some 1900 years ago the original
New Testament Scripture reported that St Peter denied that he personally knew Jesus
only three times … but because of the Scripture he has been remembered for these
three denials ever since.
I despair when I think of what the world’s thousands of English speaking Bible Colleges
have simply not done. But with only few exceptions, the global omission of the word
YAHWEH from all editions of English New Testaments is also total.
And, depending upon which modern and archaeologically verified ‘Hebraic Roots’ New
Testament that we are using as a reference, these omissions add many more billions of
denials to the name of YAHWEH within our English Bibles today.
14. AND WHAT WOULD JESUS HAVE SAID ABOUT THIS ?
… as mentioned earlier : He would have said …

“ Behold Israel ! YAHWEH our Elohim is one. You shall love YAHWEH your Elohim
with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind, and with all your
strength. This is the first commandment. The second is like this, ‘You shall love your
neighbour as yourself. There is no other commandment greater than these. ”

15. 1900 YEAR OLD RELIGIOUSLY BIGOTED TRANSLATIONS

The 27 books of the New Testament were originally written in an early dialect of the
Aramaic language that emerged in the Middle East at roughly the same time as the
Hebrew language did. It was this Aramaic language that was actually spoken, as well
as written, by both Jesus and His disciples.
Since before the time of Jesus more than 16 Aramaic dialects have now emerged on
Planet Earth … but the very original Aramaic dialect of our New Testament times was
the language that was spoken and written by Jesus and His disciples. Archaeologically
speaking, this dialect is called Peshitta Aramaic.
All the New Testament scriptures were first written not in the Ancient Greek language,
as most English speaking Christians since at least the 16 th century have been taught to
believe, but in the Peshitta Aramaic dialect.

The evidence now has it that … sometime early within the two centuries following the
death of Jesus … the Peshitta Aramaic New Testament scriptures were first translated by
the Greeks, into Greek. In 382 C.E. the Ancient Greek translations of both the Old and
New Testaments were translated into Latin and this without any corrections to their
fundamental errors. And these seriously still uncorrected translations currently mark
the historical confirmation of a blasphemous translational religious bigotry that has
continued into most of the world’s 21 st century English Bibles.
16.

HOW ON EARTH DID THIS HAPPEN ?

The original Greek translators of the early centuries … and the later translators of the 17 th
century King James Bible … did have their own religiously bigoted and/or antisemitic
views that they brought to early and then later Christianity. Four examples are
sufficient for our present purposes.
Both the ancient Greek translators of around the 1 st or 2nd century and the King James
translators of 1611ce:
1. Eradicated all mention of the name YAHWEH as the name of GOD (Elohim)
even though it occurred 6823 times in the Old Testament and not less than
176 times in the Peshitta New Testament. The name YAHWEH over all those

centuries was and still is the DIVINE NAME that powered all the miracles (1 ) for
Moses and also (2 ) for Jesus in His ministry and also (3) for all the Hebrew
people who lived within the 1,400 years that separated their lives on earth.
2. Eradicated an extremely important meaning within the Hebrew word Elohim
(for ‘GOD’) with its truly vital ability to simultaneously signify both ONE * as well
as MANY*.
( * Like the word SHEEP * in English )

The simultaneous grammatically singular and plural attribute of the Hebrew word
Elohim is much more explanatory than either the English word God or the Greek
word Theos. Plurality in all of creation is merely a function of the grand human
illusion called TIME. And YAHWEH ( having created time ) can organise this time
anyway He chooses … and can replicate His own spirit as many times as He chooses..
3. Fully reinvented the name of JESUS from the original Aramaic YESHUA in
line with the name of their own main Greek god called ZEUS . With this decision

they actually renamed and thereby paganised our Saviour’s name from the
Aramaic YESHUA to the nothing-like-it pronunciation of IE -ZEUS .
This paganised IE -ZEUS was later to be pronounced variously as IE-SUS, IESOU and also JE-SUS by the different nations of the world.
4. De-emphasized to near extinction, countless foundational teachings and traditions
within the TORAH of Moses … as well as of Jesus … by referring to the five books
of the TORAH as merely the law.
17. TRILLIONS OF PRAYERS HAVE MADE NO SENSE OVER CENTURIES

Every prayer at its spiritual basis is simply an attempt to communicate with the invisible
Spirit that designed and built the brain that you are using to think with. Both you and your
‘creator’ Spirit understand the language that you think with : otherwise basic and personal
( two way ) communication between you and your GOD would fail eternally.

Even the simplest of effective praying must forever remain as this two way process of
communication between you and your GOD. However, for around 170 human generations
… from roughly the time of Moses onwards … all three of the Abrahamic religions of the
world have consistently failed to teach prayer routines that have been designed to
communicate ( with shared love ) in these essential two directions. We need to remember
constantly that our own love for the GOD in our heads and hearts is close enough to
the only valuable thing on the planet that even He (our GOD) is unable to create !

A: Problems within the JEWISH

prayer pathway to GOD

Stunningly, more than 300 prophetic Old Testament scriptures were historically verified by
the life and execution of JESUS through the Roman military some 2000 years ago. Simply
no other set of events in history has been preceded by so many verifiable portents within
ancient writings. But by the time that Jesus was born into His Aramaic speaking society,
the ruling rabbinical class of this society had deviated enormously from the simple pathway
to GOD that was given to Moses.
Over the intervening 1400 years, the 10 basic behavioral rules or Commandments that were
given to Moses as a simple ‘pathway’ to GOD had exploded into a totally unworkable set
of 613 community statutes. And these were gathered into a set of writings that became
known as the TANAKH .
This ancient set of writings then, included statutes as well as many godly oriented
recommendations and advices. The TANAKH incorporated the TORAH too. Jesus however
was to adamantly declare it as an unworkable pathway to the love and favor of GOD.
His summary declaration ( as follows ) to the other rabbis and religious administrators of His
time has been mentioned twice before in this current writing.
“ Behold Israel ! YAHWEH your Elohim is one. You shall love YAHWEH your Elohim
with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind, and with all your
strength. This is the first commandment. The second is like this, ‘You shall love your
neighbour as yourself. There is no other commandment greater than these. ”

B: Problems within a CHRISTIAN

prayer pathway to GOD

… A personal testimony …
I myself was destined to be a Christian of some type or other from the start. I was among
five children born to fervent Catholic parents. Throughout my 1950’s teenage secondary
education, I was trained for the Catholic priesthood.
In those days I attended chapel ( church ) for between one to three hours every day . Daily
too, I ate the “ holy communion ” bread during the celebration of its “ holy mass ”. During
the course of this daily “ holy mass ” I also recited the “ Holy Rosary ” prayers which
incorporated the following collection of mindlessly gabbled recitations.
1. the recitation in Latin of the “Hail Mary prayer” 53 times.
2. the recitation in Latin of the “Our Father prayer” 7 times.
3. the recitation in Latin of the “Glory be to the Father praye ” 7 times.
For the duration of my secondary education no-one ever pointed out to me that this Holy
Rosary collection of prayer gabblings was blasphemously dedicated quite away from the
Biblical YAHWEH and JESUS and the HOLY SPIRIT and towards a distinctly ‘newer’
Roman Catholic GODDESS called Mary. The existence and veneration of this goddess had
been historically mandated by a committee of advisers to a Catholic Pope some 1,500 years

after the death of JESUS on the cross. I was later to learn also that this goddess called
Mary was one of some 10,000 gods and goddesses created over the centuries by the Catholic
church but ( politically ? ) renamed as “saints”.
All my prayers during the course of my secondary education were recited in the ancient
religious language known globally today as Latin. Yet even in the 1950s, Latin had already
become a functionally dead language many centuries before, with its conversion into the
modern languages of Italian, Spanish, French and Portuguese.
In this 1950s education for the ( Christian? ) Catholic priesthood I was also required to
study and pass examinations in a second ancient and dead language known today as Ancient
Greek .
… The sheer craziness of this teaching …
Throughout my secondary education all my prayers in a dead language served mainly to
prevent all personal and two way communication with the GOD in my head.
… My initial escape…
By my late teens, the extremes of this Catholic life of prayer finally struck home to a core
of common sense that had managed to survive its vacuous stupidity and dogma. So at that
time ( in order to help me recover from the doctrinal guilt complexes of my Catholocism )
I decided to become a Protestant. But in the long run, even the Protestant attitude to
prayer ( whilst significantly less destructive than the Catholic attitude ) did not manage to
teach me anything at all about the unconditional loving reality of the GOD who had actually
heard ( with love ) every WORD that my brain had ever produced. So I stopped being a
Protestant too.
… My godless period …
As a result, I lost all belief that I should try to communicate with my ‘GOD’. I even
developed a smart arse attitude to the very existence of my ‘GOD’ … quite frequently
boasting that if “ I wasn’t around before I began then I certainly wasn’t going to be
around after I was dead.” And all my church meetings and joint prayers at that time
were discontinued.
This attitude was not to last forever. My marriage at the age of 30 lasted for only 15
years and produced two children. Then the inevitable and godless ‘shit test’ hit the proverbial
fan in my life : my wife fell in love with another female and moved out of the home
with our two children. This event initially paralysed every corner of my emotional makeup.
For a brief time I became as blindly furious as I was bereft . I seriously pondered all of
the “ reasonable alternative solutions ” to this marital treachery … including the alternative
of buying of a gun and shooting the pair of them. But this attitude didn’t last long either.
… GOD led me to His other alternative …
With the murder of the two females dismissed as a “workable” solution I had simply no
option but to learn how to actually pray again and this is precisely what I set out to do.
And then truly odd … and truly spiritual things … really did happen to me. Frequent night
time visions, often of future events in my life, began at that time and continue to this day.
My thinking of that day returned with renewed vigor to Christianity. At the start, I visited
mainly “born again” Christian groups and enthusiastically prayed out loud to heal people. And
some of these were actually healed ! But the prevailing “elders” in some of these church
groups often disapproved, with a number of them actually accusing me of being “led by
demon spirits”. It wasn’t long under the influence of accusations like this that I gave up
even trying to participate in my worship of ‘ their ’ GOD with them.

… So I became ‘A Lone Ranger’ Christian …
But I still loved JESUS and YAHWEH his divine Father, with every fibre in my being:
pretty much like Abraham and Moses had passionately loved YAHWEH ( without access to
Bibles ) some thousands of years before. But the directed feelings of suspicion and accusation
from within Christian groups at that time drove me to withdraw myself from all forms of
churchified judgementalism.
Consequently: at around that time that I decisively converted into what was effectively a
Lone Ranger Christian: I simply loved JESUS and our GOD and Father YAHWEH, and
that was all that mattered to me. And this period in my life ( which continues to this day )
has been punctuated ever since by a large number of events that have amazed.
To necessarily shorten a truly long story I describe only five of these events here:
1. As a school crossing supervisor I prayed on a couple of mornings with a lady for
her hospitalised husband. She later reported that all medical trace of her husband’s
lesion had simply disappeared.
2. Over the phone I prayed against demons in a young man and commanded them to
leave him in the Name of JESUS. Within 48 hours his family members as well as exgirlfriend had phoned me to ask what on earth I had done to enable him to instantly
change so much.
3. I often leave my home to play the classical guitar in an amateur way and sing “in
the Spirit”. I was once overheard singing in an Australian forest by a member of
Australia’s overseas Broadcasting Commission. Within about four weeks my Christian
songs when ‘sung in the Spirit’ were broadcast over China.
4. I have seen Satan personally in broad daylight.
5. On another occasion I also saw a demon at the same time as my companion saw it.
Miracles do happen ( though perhaps too rarely ) when we truly believe in the love of the
GOD who built the brain that each of us thinks with. I currrently hold to the belief that if
any modern Christian church is not talking excitedly about recent miracles ( of especially
healing and spiritual deliverance ) within its congregation, then it has probably not yet
graduated as a ‘Christian’ church. And all such churches probably need to pray ( and fast
too ) significantly more or differently.

C: Problems within the MUSLIM prayer pathway to GOD
Two of the world’s foremost secular specialists on the subject of global Islam are HARRY
RICHARDSON AND BILL WARNER.

In 570 C.E. Mohammed (the Muslim prophet) was born into the Arabic nobility of a
town called Mecca in what is now Saudi Arabia. This nobility was known as the Quraysh.
The main GOD of the Quraysh was called Allah who is believed by many to have been
their moon GOD. Hence the crescent moon on top of mosques globally.
There were no books written in Arabic at that time so the religion of the Quraysh was
passed on by word of mouth. The main account of Mohammed’s life was called the Sirat
Rasul Allah ( The Story of the Prophet of Allah ) and was written 100 years after his death.
Mohammed’s prayer book is referred to as the Quran which in English is alternatively
spelt as the Koran. Mohammed taught that the prayers in this Quran/Koran were given to
him by an angel of the Quraysh tribal (moon? ) GOD whose name was Gabriel.

Mohammed also taught that the foundational Biblical identities that our entire planet knows
as Abraham, Moses and Jesus were all Muslims . . . But it’s only the unique prayer
style that Muslims use with their Quran that is of critical relevance to us in this current
discussion.
The Quran presents only around 18% of Mohammed’s teachings but it contains all of the
mandatory prayers for Muslims, and it is currently written in a form of virtually
incomprehensible Arabic that was spoken 1300 years ago.
Only 20% of the nearly one billion Muslims in the world communicate in modern Arabic,
and very few indeed have studied sufficiently to be able to communicate in the now ancient
Arabic that was spoken by Mohammed.
Despite this, for the purpose of praying to their GOD ( even in the 21st century ) all
Muslims are required to memorise their prayers from Mohammed’s Quran which contains
77,797 words in ancient Arabic. The idea of an initmate and shared language of basic
communication between most Muslims and Allah is not promoted by Islam. On the contrary,
most students of the Quran are sternly discouraged from asking about the meaning of
the Koranic prayers that they are commiting to memory.
This stern discouragement of modern Quran students does not surprise any person who
is not a Muslim. The Quran actually contains as many as 225 distinct and contradictory
“abrogations”. These contradictory abrogations were reportedly also dictated to Mohammed
by his 7th century “ angel adviser ” called Gabriel . This angelic adviser apparently
stipulated at that time that the abrogations were to remain as the forever and final word
of the ( moon? ) GOD who sent him. And modern day Islam categorically forbids the
alteration of even a single word of its Koran/Quran.
18. YOUR OWN GOD HOWEVER . . . IS . . . FOREVER
IN YOUR HEAD WITH YOU AND WITH ALL OF HIS ANGELS ALL OF THE TIME

Wherever GOD is, His angels too are with Him and this all of the time. No other view
or theory on the precise whereabouts of both GOD and His angels makes any sense at all.
However, none of humankind’s three Abrahamic religions currently choose to emphasize
this most fundamental spiritual reality that underpins the design and construction of the
brain that is in every human head.
Christian scripture declares “ In the Beginning was the WORD and the WORD was with
GOD and GOD was the WORD.” It also declares that GOD is/was the “Alpha and the
Omega.” or in Aramaic “ the Aleph and the Tav.”
And
ever
than
ever

these two simple declarations neatly summarise that GOD is actually the FIRST word
spoken by humankind and the LAST word too. There has never been a clearer way
these two Scriptures to summarise the ultimate truth that GOD alone has been the
present spirtual powerhouse that has underpinned every word ever spoken.
(1) The
(2) The
(3) The
(4) The

GOD in your head is your very own eternal spiritual reality …
HEAVEN in your head is your very own eternal spiritual reality …
HELL in your head is your very own eternal spiritual reality …
SATAN in your head is your very own eternal spiritual reality too.

And the GOD called YAHWEH in your head is the absolute truth and the absolute love
and the absolute holiness too … who together with His divine Son JESUS … underpins the
entire universe that He/They jointly created.

From the scientific standpoint alone you should never forget that both you and the
concepts of both distance and plurality are merely functions of the existence of the TIME
that He/They jointly created and indeed continue to maintain within you and around you
every second of every day.
And He/They are … and always have been … forever on your side in your unceasing life
long and persistent fight against the ultimate spiritual stench that the world’s Abrahamic
religions all refer to as SATAN.
19. SOME SIMPLE AND SHORT … BUNKER PRAYERS …
FOR WHEN THE EVENTS IN YOUR LIFE GET TOUGH

Holy!

Holy!

Lord YAHWEH Lord YAHWEH
Lord JESUS Lord JESUS

Holy!

Holy!

Lord YAHWEH Lord YAHWEH …
Lord JESUS Lord JESUS …

I love You with everything I’ve got.
I need You with everything I’ve got.
I thank You with everything I’ve got.
I beg You with everything I’ve got.
Please --- more than anything else --- release Your HOLY SPIRIT to teach me to --- PRAY.
LORD YAHWEH … … Omnipotent Elohim and the Eternal Word.
LORD JESUS … … Omnipotent Elohim and the Eternal Word made flesh who made
the choice to die on the cross for me in order to give me eternal life.

SATAN ! I rebuke and bind you in the NAME of the LORD JESUS before your Creator
YAHWEH and before the entire assembly of their HOLY WAR ANGELS.
Two thousand years ago … the sacrifice of the BLOOD of the LORD JESUS enabled
the TRANSFER of HIS authority before His Elohim and Father YAHWEH to ME …
and accordingly …
I now COMMAND you SATAN and every demon spirit under your authority.
20. FROM THE BOOK OF REVELATION ( Chapter 3 : Verse 12 )

“ The one who is victorious I will make a pillar in the temple of my Elohim. Never
again will they leave it. I will write on them the name of my Elohim and the name of the
city of my Elohim, the new Jerusalem, which is coming down out of heaven from my
Elohim; and I will also write on them my new name. ”
All the VICTORIES are ours in the name of JESUS before our Lord YAHWEH.

ADDENDUM
THE VIRTUAL PHONETICS TM PROGRAM
A NEW DEVICE FOR ENGLISH LITERACY GLOBALLY
“ PHONETICALLY REGULAR ” WRITTEN ENGLISH ?
This is not an impossibility … Read the details and judge for y@urself.
“ As a truly ignorant young teacher of English in the early 1960s, I got the
idea … at the beginning of the May school vacation … that if I worked flat
out on this project I’d actually finish it before school recommenced.
Nearly 60 years later … I’m still working on it.

Until the arrival of the VIRTUAL PHONETICSTM computer based app … no-one had
done much that was practical about ‘new’ pronunciation rules for English words. But
following are some vital features of the Virtual Phonetics TM program :
Simplicity wise … the app currently involves only a 1 MG or 55 MG program.
Availability wise … the app is now ready for digital download.
Money wise … the app is very cheap indeed at a cost of probably cents per student.
And WITHOUT changing the spellings of any English words, the app reduces the

number of English ‘sounding out rules’ or ‘pronunciation rules’ by 83% !

THIS IS HOW THE APP WORKS ON HIGHLIGHTED TEXTS

The 10 m2rks of the app’s “ phonetic English ” script reduce the
complexity of %ur English ‘s%unding %ut' or ‘spelling’ rule system d%wn
from near 360 rules to 60 and this with%ut changing the spelling
of the w!rds.
The app is based upon a ( diacritical marking ) met#d for the teaching of
basic reading that … at its very basics … 3lmost certainly first
originated with the teaching of Hebrew in the time of Moses s#me
3,400 years ago.

SAMPLE SCRIPTURES IN : VIRTUAL PHONETICSTM

A NOTE ABOUT HIGH FREQUENCY ‘CONNECTOR’ WORDS

A total of 20 very high frequency 'connector' words occupy a disproportionate volume of
the word count on any page. To avoid an unnecessary amount of visual clutter throughout
… the PHONETICALLY REGULAR WRITTEN ENGLISH script in this publication has
chosen not to encode the following 20 words:
he she me be so no as or for you her his to into of the is are was were

Matthew 1
22 N%w 2ll this has happen ed, that it might be f5lfill ed which was spoken
by Master YAHWEH trou gh the prophet, saying,
24 Joseph arose from his sleep, and did as the angel of Master YAHWEH
commanded him, and t$$k his wife to himself; 25 and didn’t know her sexually
until she had given birt to her firstb@rn s#n. He named him Jesus.
Matthew 4
7 Jesus said to him, “Again, it is written, ‘You shall not test Master YAHWEH,
y@u r Elohim.’”
8 Again, the devil t$$k him to an exceedingly high m%unta in, and showed
him 2ll the kingd#ms of the w!rld, and their gl@ry. 9 He said to him, “I will
give you 2ll of these tings, if you will f3ll d%wn and w!rship me.”
10 Then Jesus said to him, “Get behind me, Satan! For it is written, ‘You shall
w!rship YAHWEH y@ u r Elohim, and you shall serve him only.’”
Matthew 21
9 The multitudes wh& wen t in fr#nt of him, and those wh& followed, kept sh%uting,
“Hosanna to the s#n of David! Blessed is he wh& c#mes in the name of the Master
YAHWEH! Hosanna in the highest!”
42 Jesus said to them, “Did you never read in the Scriptures, 'The stone which the
builders rejected, the same was made the head of the c@rner. This was from
M2ster YAHWEH. It is m2rvelous in %ur eyes?
Mark 5
18 As he was entering into the boa t, he wh& had been possess ed by dem#ns
begg ed him that he migh t be with him. 19 He didn't all%w him, but said to
him, “Go to y@ u r h%use , to y@u r friends, and tell them wh1t gre at tings Master
YAHWEH has d#n e for you, and h%w he had mercy on you.”

Mark 12
29 Jesus answered, “The greatest is, 'Hear oh Israel, Master YAHWEH our
Elohim is one : 30 you shall l#v e Master YAHWEH your Elohim with 3ll y@ ur
h e2rt, and with 3ll y@ u r soul, and with 3ll y@u r mind, and with 3ll y@ ur
strengt. This is the first commandment. 31 The sec#nd is like this, ‘You shall
l#ve y@ ur nei ghbor as y@u rself. There is no #ther commandment greater than
these .”
Mark 13
20 Unless Master YAHWEH had sh@rten ed the days, no flesh wo5 ld have been
sav ed; but for the sake of the chosen on es, wh&m he picke d %ut, he sh@rten ed the
days. 21 Then if anyon e tells you, 'L$$k, here is the Ch rist! or, 'L$$k, there! don’t
believe it. 22 For there will arise f3ls e christs and f3lse prophets, and will show
signs and w#nders, that they may lead astray, if possibl e, even the chosen
on es. 23 But you w1tch.
Luke 1
11 An angel of Master YAHWEH appeared to him, standing on the righ t side of
the altar of incense . . 15 For he will be great in the sigh t of Master YAHWEH, and
he will drink no win e n@r strong drink. He will be filled with the Holy Spirit,
even from his m#ther's w&mb . 16 He will t4rn many of the children of Israel to
Master YAHWEH, their Elohim. 17 He will go bef@re him in the spirit and p%wer
of Elija h, 'to t4rn the h e2rts of the f2thers to the children, and the disobedient to
the wisd#m of the just; to prepare a pe opl e prepared for MasterYAHWEH.”
46 Mary said, “My soul magnifie s Master YAHWEH.47 My spirit has rejoiced in
Elohim my Savior, 56 Mary stayed with her ab%ut tree m#nts, and then
ret4rned to her h%use. 57 N%w the time that Elizabeth sho5 ld giv e birt was
f5lfille d, and she gave birt to a s#n
John 1
1 In the beginning was the W!rd, and the W!rd was with Elohim, and
Elohim was that W!rd.
22 They said theref@re to him, “ Wh& are you? Giv e us an answer to tak e back
to those wh& sent us. Wh 1t d& you say ab%ut y@ u rself?”
23 He said, “I am the voice of on e crying in the wilderness, 'Make stra ight the
way of the Master YAHWEH, as Isaiah the prophet said.”

3 John
5 Bel#ved, you d& a faitf5l w!rk in wh1tever you acc#mplish for those wh&
are br#thers and strangers. 6 They have testified ab%ut y@ur l#ve bef@re the assembly.
You will d& well to send them f@rward on their jo4rney in a way w!rthy of
Elohim, 7 bec1use for the sake of the Name YAHWEH they went %ut, taking n#ting
from the Gentiles. 8 We theref@re @ught to receive such, that we may be fellow
w!rkers for the trut.
Revelation 1
8 “I am the Alpha and the Omega,” says the Master YAHWEH Elohim, “wh& is and wh&
was and wh& is to c#me, the Almighty.”
10 I was in the Spirit on the day of our Master YAHWEH day, and I heard behind me a
l%ud voice, like a trumpet
Revelation 4
8 They have no rest day and night, saying, “Holy, holy, holy is the Master YAHWEH,
the Almighty, wh& was and wh& is and wh& is to c#me!”
Revelation 6
10 They cried with a l%ud voice, saying, “H%w long, Oh M2ster YAHWEH, the holy and
true, until you judge and avenge %ur bl##d on those wh& dwell on the eart?”
Revelation 11
16 The twenty-f@ur elders, wh& sit on their trones bef@re Elohim’s trone, fell on
their faces and w!rshiped Elohim, 17 saying: “We give you tanks, Oh Master
YAHWEH, the Almighty.
Revelation 14
13 I heard the voice from heaven saying, “Write, 'Blessed are the dead wh& die in
the Master YAHWEH from n%w on.” “Yes,” says the Spirit, “that they may rest from
their labors; for their w!rks follow with them.”
Revelation 18
8 Theref@re in one day her plagues will c#me: deat, m@urning, and famine; and she
will be utterly b4rned with fire; for our Master YAHWEH wh& has judged her is strong.
6 He said to me, “These w!rds are faitf5l and true. Our Master YAHWEH of the
spirits of the prophets sent his angel to show to his bondservants the tings which
must happen s&&n.”

A CALL FOR A NATIONWIDE ORGANISATION TO TAKE
OVER AND PROMOTE THE ‘ VIRTUAL PHONETICS ’ SCRIPT
The script that is produced by the Virtual Phonetics app was used to write the
scriptures that feature in the following pages . It was trade marked as the VIRTUAL
PHONETICSTM script in 1994. It is is the only script of its type in the world.
To date, the presentations of this app to various national authorities in English
education globally have failed to impress. Few will seriously doubt however, that
global school based literacy levels will fall further under the influence of the
continuing COVID 19 pandemic. In this light especially, a national evaluation of this
almost ‘ cost free ’ app seems warranted.
Both of the current forms of the app … a plug in for MS Word and a free standing
version … will be downloadable from www.anewcode.com which will likely be
managed by the organisation ( hopefully a nationwide organisation somewhere in
the world ) that takes control of its distribution.

“ PHONETIC ” WRITTEN ENGLISH : SUMMARY FEATURES
Below are the 59 letter designs used by the phonetically regular written English text in the
program. These 59 new ‘letters’, when combined with the silent (smaller and slanted) letters,
make up the 60 sounding out ‘rules’ that are taught by the Virtual Phonetics TM script.
This new script of 60 sounding out ‘rules’ replaces the well over 360 sounding-out
‘rules’ that all children have to learn on their way to normal adult reading skill.
The script does not change the spelling of any words yet it goes almost 99% of the
way in converting normal English words into ‘ph#netically regular’ ones.
The app contains a total of 15,500 different words in its coded word bank.
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”PHONETIC WRITTEN ENGLISH”

KEY TO PRONUNCIATIONS

10 MARKS AROUND THE LETTERS: HOW THEY WORK
SIGN 1.

Faint and smaller letters are not to be sounded out. They are silent:

knob
SIGN 2.

SIGN 3.

SIGN 4.

writ

ph as in philosophy

ch as in chin

sh as in shut

apron

even

icon

straight

though

trough

A vertical line under the letters c g
j

z and

ghost

s d changes their sounds to

rubs

gem

w1tch

c#me

fr#nt

jumped

cruise

qu1ds
am#ng

y1cht

qu1lity

w#nder m#ther

A dot over the letters o and u changes their sounds to hard u sound :

b5tcher

b$s$m

w$man

t$$k

Two dots over a letter tells you that there is an ah sound below:

st2r

l2ugh

sp2rse

sfrgeant

A horizontal curved line over a letter tells you that there is er sound below:

term

b4rn

w!rthy

learn

A vertical c shape over a letter tells you that there is an or sound below:

ch3lk
SIGN 10.

unit

t respectively:

w1s

bird
SIGN 9.

oval

A vertical line over the letters a and o changes their sounds to short
o and u sounds respectively:

he2rt
SIGN 8.

qu as in quit

BOLDED single vowels a e i o u changes their sounds from short to long:

p5ll
SIGN 7.

debt

gh as in rough

cell

SIGN 6.

trouble

BOLDED pairs of consonant letters make one common English sound unit:

s

SIGN 5.

wrestle

b@ught

b3ld

b@rn

d3ughter

A slanted line through a letter tells you about the sound of %w
as in ‘now’ sound:

b%unce

all%wing

MANUAL AND STUDENT WORKBOOK

scr%unge

pl%ugh

www.phoneticenglishbible.com
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KEY TO PRONUNCIATIONS

VOWELS
a

apple ant rabbit

u

ugly umbrella cut

a
1
2
3q

ac@rn greatly vacant

u
5
4

uni#n unity rude

w1nt sw1t qu1rrel y1cht
2rt p2lm c2rnage
3ll r3w h3ul

p5t p5ll b5tcher
4rge n4rs e p4rple

CONSONANTS
e

egg empty entice

c

cat cut cot cabbage

e
e
f

even evil secret

c

cent city cycle

her verge early
clfrk sfrgeant

g

i

ink igl&& itchy

s

get got gun give
gem gentle ginger
dig dug dog
lik ed licked kissed
sit sat set

y

yet yonder yellow

s

digs dogs present

i
y

idle delight ic#n

i

irk girder birt

g
d

d

myself pigsty deny

o

orange oct#p5s odd

o

omit over eskimo
s#n m#ther #ni#n

$
!
@
%
&

w$lf h$$d w$man

ch
CONsh
th
t
ph
gh
qu

w!rd w!rse w!rk
@rder s@rt transp@rt
%ut sc%wl l%udly
m&ve t&& int& tw&

MANUAL AND STUDENT WORKBOOK

chat chin rich much
shed shut rush rash
that then this those
tin tick tink ting
phone graph nephew
tough l2ugh cough
quickly queen

quit

r

The TOP ‘r’ is spoken before
vowels and

r

the BOTTOM ‘r’ is not usually
spoken after vowels.

www.phoneticenglishbible.com
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”PHONETIC WRITTEN ENGLISH” KEY TO PRONUNCIATIONS
a
e
i
y
o

apple ant rabbit
egg empty entice
ink igl&& itchy

SHORT VOWEL SOUNDS

typical happy

In the teachers’ manual, SHORT VOWEL
word lists are found on pages 10 through
to 21.

orange oct#p5s oggle
w1nt sw1t qu1rrel y1cht

1
u

IN ENGLISH

ugly umbrella cut
s#n m#ther #ni#n

#
$
5

w$lf h$$d w$man
p5t p5ll b5tcher
……………………………………………………….

a
e
i
y
o
u
&

m&ve t&& int& tw&

%

%ut sc%wl l%udly

ac@rn greatly vacant
even evil secret

ivy ir#n ic#n
myself pigsty deny
omit over eskimo

LONG VOWEL SOUNDS
IN ENGLISH
In the teachers’ manual, LONG VOWEL
word lists are found on pages 22 through
to 32.

uni#n unity rude

…………………………………………

2
f

2rt p2lm c2rnage
clfrk sfrgeant

………………………………………………..

e

her verge early

i

irk girder birt
w!rd w!rse w!rt
4rge n4rs e p4rple

!
4

………………………………………………………..

3q
@

3ll r3w h3ul
@rder s@rt transp@rt

MANUAL AND STUDENT WORKBOOK

ENGLISH VOWEL SOUNDS
THAT ARE USUALLY
INFLUENCED BY THE
LETTER ‘R’
In the teachers’ manual, words whose
VOWELS ARE INFLUENCED by the letter ‘r’
are found on pages 33 to 38.
The final word lists on pages 39 to 44 of the
teachers’ manual are taken up by words that
can best be classified as polysyllabic and
phonetically complex.
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